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GUARDIAN TELECOM 						
PUBLIC SAFETY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
PUBLIC SAFETY MATTERS
Guardian Telecom’s Public Safety Telecommunication Solutions and Equipment are at the forefront of helping
people feel confident, comfortable, and empowered about their safety when they move around public and private
areas like transit systems, bridges, tunnels, parking lots, educational campuses, industrial complexes, business
parks, roadways, parks and recreational areas, and city streets.
Public Safety Telecommunication Equipment like blue light emergency phone towers / wall mounts, help buttons,
intercoms and telephones are ideal for use at college campuses, hospital parking lots, shopping malls, medical
centers, industrial facilities, transit stations, and other high risk remote public areas where security is a concern.
They work as an affordable crime deterrent and by having these highly visible and easily accessible devices placed
in the community, the public is continually reassured that they can summon emergency assistance immediately.
We offer public safety organizations perfectly tailored telecommunications solutions for the entire public safety
market. Guardian Telecom stands behind its products with the industry’s best warranty and support.
Our products are designed for absolute reliability for maximum uptime. Because when it comes down to it, every
second counts.
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WHERE GUARDIAN TELECOM IS AT WORK
EDUCATION / UNIVERSITIES PUBLIC SAFETY
Student safety is of the utmost importance. Guardian
Telecom Help Point Pedestals are highly visible and
allow for students, faculty and visitors to feel at ease
while walking the campus.

MASS TRANSIT & TRANSPORTATION PUBLIC SAFETY
Making transit safe and effective for all is a complicated
task. Wherever the public go, they should be able to call
for assistance 24x7, 365 days a year, and Guardian Telecom
Help Points do just that. Connect the public with security
personnel when needed.

HEALTHCARE
At hospitals and other healthcare facilities Guardian
Telecom Help Points connect the public quickly and
easily to facility staff and help get answers.

CORPORATE / BUSINESS PUBLIC SAFETY
Your facility or business campus requires a trusted
connection to staff or security should visitors require
assistance in finding their destination or if an emergency
situation arises.

GOVERNMENT / MUNICIPALITIES PUBLIC SAFETY
Guardian Telecom Help Points can be used as muster
points and / or provide access control along with
increased security for your facility, all while making it
easy for the user to communicate with site staff.
PARKS / PARKING / STADIUMS / PUBLIC AREAS
Being safe and secure in open public areas is important.
Guardian Telecom emergency phones help to improve
safety and perceived safety in these areas by acting as a
crime deterrent and by offering a quick notification and
response in an emergency situation.
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PUBLIC SAFETY PRODUCT LINE
RUGGED, SAFE, RELIABLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SAFETY TELECOMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS
Harsh environments, extreme elements, critical infrastructure, and safety-critical and mission-critical applications call for rugged and reliable
solutions. Guardian Telecom is known worldwide as provider of the most reliable, ruggedized telecommunications equipment, supported with
advanced technical expertise and exceptional customer service for our customers. We’ve brought all of that experience and more to our Public
Safety Product Line. Experience Counts. Robust designs, manufactured and tested in a controlled setting ensure Guardian Telecom products
consistently meet and exceed our customers’ expectations. All backed by our industry leading 5 year warranty.

OGP RANGE - EMERGENC Y / ASSISTANCE HELP POINT TOWERS AND
WALLMOUNTS
Guardian’s OGP (On-Guard Protector) RANGE of Heavy Duty Emergency Industrial Help Point
Telecommunication Devices and Towers, combined with Guardian’s HDE Series of Analog and VoIP Help
Point hands-free devices are intended for use in public areas where direct / emergency assistance or
hands-free communication is required. Guardian Telecom is offering you a new standard in help point
design, reliability, safety, quality and value.

HDE RANGE - HEAVY DUT Y EMERGENC Y / ASSISTANCE INDUSTRIAL
TELEPHONES
Guardian’s HD RANGE Heavy Duty Emergency Industrial Telephones the Guardian HDE SERIES (Analog)
and HDE-V SERIES (VoIP) telephones provide a two-way link to emergency, access or information
assistance through full-duplex phone transmission. A call may be initiated from the phone by pushing
the button which routes the call to its assigned extension. These phones also provide the capability of
monitoring the status of each unit from a remote location, informing personnel of a malfunction.

AC RANGE − VANDAL RESISTANT HEAVY DUT Y CAST ALUMINUM
TELEPHONES
Guardian’s AC RANGE meets the demanding requirements of sites that are prone to abuse and
inclement weather. Rated for Moderately Harmful and Adverse Areas.
Guardian’s ACT / ACR Series of Cast Aluminum Telephones are housed in a locking or non-locking
aluminum enclosure. These telephones resist moisture, dust and corrosive chemicals. They are specially
designed to provide reliable service in outdoor environments.

WR RANGE / WT RANGE - RUGGED & RELIABLE EMERGENC Y /
ASSISTANCE WATER RESISTANT & WATER TIGHT TELEPHONES
Guardian’s WR RANGE Weather Resistant and WT RANGE Heavy Duty Water Tight Industrial Telephone
Series are designed for rough-service areas, special communication needs, and ensure high quality
communications under extreme working conditions. The new Guardian Telecom’s WRT-HDE-V &
WRR-WDE-V combination Handset/Hands-free Emergency Telephone is designed for easy and flexible
communications between public users and emergency operators - the stations feature both handset
and hands-free mode with a built in programmable auto-dialer.

IGUARD MONITORING SOFTWARE
iGuard is an encrypted, cloud-based platform that allows you to configure, monitor and maintain
deployed Guardian endpoints. iGuard Reports on all your Guardian endpoints are easily exported into
CSV or Excel formats for you to review/store and third-party integration to CCTV systems, etc. allows for
insight into any usage of the devices which can help should there be a need to have an image on file as
well.
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SC RANGE & CI RANGE - STEEL COMPACT AND CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTE TELEPHONES
Guardians SC RANGE are engineered to deliver reliable, high quality communications where standard
telephones are not suitable, ensuring high quality communications under extreme working conditions.
Guardian’s CI RANGE are rugged telephones designed to provide safe, reliable communication in
Correctional locations prone to abuse and vandalism. The rugged nature of these telephones reduces
overall costs as they are not constantly being repaired or replaced in hostile environments.
CI Range Photo - Copywrite HBO Films, WarnerMedia Studios & Networks. The Wizard of Lies (2017)

CUSTOM DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED EMERGENC Y / ASSISTANCE
HELP POINT PRODUCTS
Need something different? Does your architectural and design creative vision require the highest
standard of fabrication for a compatible modern designed emergency / assistance help point
telephone? Guardian Telecom will bring your architectural and design vision from sketch to reality. At
Guardian, “Custom Design” is a pair of words with many meanings, from the modification of existing
products to the use of color, graphics, features, parts or labeling right up to the development of new
designed products.
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THE GUARDIAN ADVANTAGE
INDUSTRY LEADING 5 YEAR WARRANTY
All our Public Safety Telecommunication Equipment comes with our Industry Leading 5 Year Warranty.
As a reflection of our unwavering commitment to quality, Guardian Telecom offers our industry leading
5 Year Warranty that can be extended to 10 years, so you have complete peace of mind.

SECURITY
The focus on safety and security has never been greater than it is today. If safety is your priority, you
need the confidence that your help points are going to work, when you need them to – in times of
emergency or assistance, 24/7. Our products are designed for absolute reliability for maximum uptime,
ensuring optimal performance.

RUGGED SUPERIORITY
Just making a low-cost telecom device to operational minimum industry standards is not good
enough. Guardian Telecom products are designed and engineered from the ground up to work in the
harshest of public environments. Engineering and manufacturing of a secure area telecommunication
device is never compromised at Guardian Telecom.

BETTER VALUE - BETTER ROI
Because our products are built to last, require less repairs, are easily installed, have innovative features
and will keep working in the most difficult conditions, you will see a better return on your investment.
No costly repairs, no expensive downtime, no replacing broken telecom equipment; the result, your
net operating costs will go down.

QUALITY
In today’s marketplace, some say quality is a given. At Guardian Telecom, quality is a passion. We
embrace the ISO Quality Management Standard and are ISO 9001:2015 registered.

RELIABILITY
We know when you experience telecom equipment downtime, the results can be staggering.
Implementing solutions that enable you to improve reliability and security of your operational
equipment is a bottom-line issue for us. Our products are designed for absolute reliability for maximum
uptime.

EXPANDABILITY
Guardian Telecom has built a reputation for our willingness to customize products to make them work
the way our customers want and need them to operate. From camera mounts, enhanced lighting,
wireless access points, and solar panels to the use of color, graphics and labeling.

EXPERIENCE
Guardian Telecom has years of experience manufacturing thousands of rugged telecommunications
devices for clients in virtually every industry. Our customers expect responsive and immediate service,
expert recommendations, cost competitive solutions and a company that stands by its word and does
what it says. Guardian Telecom does all that and more. Our employees and customers do not expect
anything less.

MADE IN NORTH AMERICA
Founded in Canada over 30 years ago, our products have been proven, tested, and trusted in the most
strenuous environments around the world. Our help point devices and mounts are all manufactured
in-house in Canada all based out of our headquarters in Calgary, AB, Canada.
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GUARDIAN TELECOM AND PUBLIC
SAFETY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SOLUTIONS
Guardian Telecom knows that the final criteria in
selecting a public safety communications device,
or range of solutions, must be the customer’s
long-term benefit. This has been the foundation
for the development of every one of our rugged
telecommunication devices. Our history and growth have
been supported by our customers asking us to ‘do more’
and we have. We have made significant investments
in R&D, technology and people to meet and exceed
customer requirements.
This is especially true in our development of public safety
telecommunication devices and solutions.
When we designed our emergency and assistance
phone help point series, it was based on client requests
to design a rugged and reliable telecommunications
device to fit into help point phones installed by other
manufacturers that were having issues with reliability.
Often the help point phones were out of service. We
started replacing these unreliable phones with great
success.
We also decided to design reliable and rugged help
point systems, from pedestals to wall mounted units
that avoided the failure points of systems already on the
market. We had to go beyond the industry standard to
meet those challenges; like, rugged reliable components,
condensation and corrosion resistance, easy access
panels, and easy low-cost installation.
We future proofed for features like: wireless access points,
media converters, power supplies, paging speakers, and
other emerging technologies.
Guardian Telecom products are engineered from the
ground up to work reliably, provide excellent value
and last – especially in the roughest weather, toughest
applications and most extreme environments.
Simply put, Guardian Telecom products are built
rugged, tough, and dependable to last in the
harshest environmental conditions in the world. That
includes any and all areas in need of public safety
telecommunications.
Guardian Telecom is offering you a new standard in help
point design, reliability, safety, quality and value.

tough. trusted. true.

Guardian Telecom is known as a world leader of building
rugged, safe, reliable telecommunication devices used in harsh
environments, extreme elements, critical infrastructure, and
safety-critical and mission-critical applications.
Residing in power plants in the hot desert sun to production
platforms battling arctic temperatures, and high vibrations
within manufacturing plants, or extreme environmental
conditions in nuclear facilities, thermal and hydro plants,
and into mining excavations. Our equipment and systems
are manufactured for transportation facilities, tunnels,
highways, rail systems and airports. Our products are placed in
pharmaceutical plants, grain, and food processing plants.
Guardian Telecom’s safety and rugged equipment is distributed
throughout various state and federal institutions including
college and university campuses worldwide.
Our products are utilized in the travel and entertainment
industry such as hotels, resorts, theme parks, baseball and
football stadiums, golf courses, the movie and production
industry, entertainment arenas, and on travel cruise liners.
Outdoor gateway entrances, border crossings or high-end
security gated facilities, and fenced-in areas.

GET THE GUARDIAN TELECOM ADVANTAGE!
Guardian Telecom products come with an industry 		
leading 5 year warranty. Don’t accept anything less.
Tel: 1 800 363-8010 (toll free in North America)
Tel: 1 403 258-3100
E-mail: info@guardiantelecom.com
www.guardiantelecom.com

Top military units such as the Marines, Navy, Army, and
intelligence agencies acquire our ruggedized equipment to
be used in ships, buildings, tankers and war zones. Ranging
from NASA to Space X using Guardian Telecom’s equipment
throughout its testing and launch facilities to corporate and
commercial day-to-day work environments.
Experience Counts - You can trust Guardian Telecom
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